
The Company has been engaged in environmental

protection in a fully organized and proactive manner

since its establishment of an internal Global Environment

Committee in 1993.

Since autumn 1999, Cosmo Oil has been shipping

gasoline with a benzene content of less than 1%. This

move, taken in line with the Company’s commitment to

produce environment-friendly petroleum products, was

made in advance of revised regulations regarding ben-

zene, effective January 2000, mandating less benzene

in gasoline products. The Company achieved its target

by installing benzene removal equipment at all refineries.

Cosmo Oil is promoting vigorous environmental

management initiatives against SOx, NOx, and other

toxic pollutants as well as maintaining healthy Chemical

Oxygen Demand (COD) levels in all production phases

at its four refineries. These efforts have already enabled

the Company’s refineries to surpass regional regulatory

emission standards by a wide margin. In addition, the

Company has been advancing a program targeted

at reducing industrial waste. The program, calling for

the achievement of the three Rs—reduce, reuse, and

recycle—sought to slash the Company’s waste out-

put 40% between 1990 and 2010; this objective was

accomplished well ahead of schedule, in fiscal 1999.

The environmental management systems in place at

the Company’s four refineries have been fully certified

under both ISO 9002 and ISO 14001 international quality

control standards. Today, driven by its unrivaled com-

mitment to supply petroleum products that are envi-

ronmentally friendly and of a high quality on a stable

and economical basis, Cosmo Oil is promoting produc-

tion activities targeted at achieving a harmonious bal-

ance between production and environmental demands.

Cosmo Oil is also actively involved in energy conser-

vation initiatives. The Company is working to increase

efficiency of equipment in all refineries, with an objective

set at reducing its adjusted energy consumption per

output unit 10% between fiscal 1991 and 2010. Efforts

are also being made to reduce fuel usage volumes for

both land and maritime transport 9% within that same

time frame.

Moreover, the Company has made an all-out commit-

ment to ensure the safe operation of its tankers, in recog-

nition of the enormous impact that a tanker spill can

have on the global environment. For optimal safety, the

Company is steadily shifting its fleet to double-hulled

tankers. Meanwhile, in cooperation with shipowners,

measures are being taken to implement safety control in

all aspects of operations, and training is being conduct-

ed regarding methods for dealing with oil spills. These

programs aim to ensure an effective liaison among ship-

owners, shipment consignors, and ship chartering firms,

as well as to offer a proper response to the public’s infor-

mation needs in times of emergency. Thanks to these

initiatives, Cosmo Oil is confident of its ability to work

effectively with its cooperating partners in the unlikely

event of a disaster at sea.

Cosmo Oil views the 21st century as an opportunity

for restoring the health of the natural environment. As an

exemplary corporate citizen making a positive contribu-

tion to the harmonious coexistence of industry and the

global environment, the Company will continue to move

forward with environmental protection initiatives in all

aspects of its operations.
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